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WELCOME
I 'M  SO GLAD YOU 'RE  HERE!

keptrecord.com

I know I may not be the first (or only) photographer you reach
out to. That's why it's super important to me that you know how

freaking STOKED I am to hear from you! There are a lot of
photographers you could ask to document your day + it means
the WORLDDDD that you're considering me for the job. I take it

seriously so that you can have more fun. I'm super grateful you've
taken the time to check out my work + reach out!!!



keptrecord.com

"Five stars aren't enough. STOP your search for a photographer because you've found
her. If you want to look back at your day and remember how you felt, see what other
people were seeing that maybe you weren't, and instantly be transported back to a
particular moment, hire Morgan. If you want a friend and a hype woman who happens
to be amazing with a camera, hire Morgan! She made us feel incredibly comfortable
on our wedding day and captured so many beautiful moments. Thank you, Morgan, for
preserving countless memories through your beautiful photos." 

PRAISE

FROM H I L LARY  A .



SERVICES
photos | videos | licensed officiant

AVAILABLE A LA CARTE:
pre-wedding session: 850

 
second photographer  650

additional hours of coverage  375
keepsake albums 585
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Planning a wedding can be stressful enough + honestly, having your 
photo taken can be kiiiinnd of daunting.

 
Let's keep photography simple + streamlined, so that you're able

 to be present on your wedding day with each other +the folks that have come
to celebrate you. My goal is to help you feel confident + comfortable in front of

the camera, so we can create organic, effortless photos -- 
AND actually have fun doing it! 

 
I offer one package that can be purchased

as either a half day or a full-day:

complimentary consultation + professional
coverage recommendations based on your
location, guest count, and overall vision of the day
ongoing planning assistance + emails
personalized location scouting + suggestions
permit research + Leave No Trace principles
vendor recommendations + introductions
timeline collaboration: we'll make the most of your
photography coverage and capture the moments
you're most excited about!
1-hour timeline call 2-4 weeks before the wedding
signature "crafted candid" posing style - no
awkward, outdated prom poses here, friends!

INCLUDES
YOUR PACKAGE

half day | 3600
up to 6 hours

full day | 4800
up to 10 hours

pricing starts at:



Q: Can we see a full gallery?
A: Absolutely! Several full galleries
are available at keptrecord.com
along with curated blog posts. 

Q: What if we don't know how many
hours we need yet?
A: No worries! I know it's super
difficult to know everything months in
advance while you're still nailing
down logistics. You can add on extra
coverage during the planning
process!

Q: Are photography permits
included in your fees?
A: Permit fees are not included and
will need to be paid separately to
the appropriate agency - but I'll be
here to help guide you!

Q: How do we reserve your services
for our date?
A: You'll both sign a contract +
submit a 50% retainer. I accept
credit cards, checks, and cash.

FAQS:

keptrecord.com

Q: Will we pay extra if you're
traveling to us? Do we need to
arrange for your flights/hotel?
A: Don't fret - you will NOT be
surprised with an additional invoice
for lodging or transportation, and I'll
take care of any travel
arrangements I may need. 

Q: We want our dog to attend - is
that possible?
A: YOU BET IT IS! I'm a HUGE dog
lover + am PAWSITIVELY pumped to
have furry friends join the wedding
fun. I'll give suggestions on how to
make it most enjoyable (for you
and them!)

Q: Does your pricing change based
on guest count? 
A: whether you're having 30 guests
or 130, my prices are the same! If
your event is expected to have less
than 30 guests, please contact me
for further info!



ABOUT 

Growing up, I obsessed over photos that filled the walls of my
grandparents' homes. Photos are a way to time-travel + connect with
moments and people that have shaped our stories! Keeping
significant photos within reach enriches our lives by reminding us
where we've been and where we want to go. Kept Record officially
launched in 2017, but I've had a camera in hand since around my
tenth birthday!

My husband, Krisztian, and I eloped in Joshua Tree back in 2018. It
was one of the most life-affirming and profound experiences of my
life! Eloping isn't for everyone, but it gave us the opportunity to get
married in a way that reflected our love of adventure. I wouldn't
change a thing! Now I get to put the lessons learned into action
helping other couples experience a nontraditional wedding day too.

When we work together you'll leave with those meaningful, personal
photos; snapshots of the day you committed your lives to each other,
reminding you of the journey you're on together and the story you
share. Fair warning before you go any further: I use a lotta
exclamation points, I probably talk too much about my dogs, and
secret confession - I love pineapple on pizza. If any of those are deal
breakers it's best you know now! 

When I'm not working, you'll find me in the kitchen baking up tasty
treats, out on a trail hiking with my little family, or rewatching Schitt's
Creek for the millionth time!

To being different + daring,

Morgan Pirkle
Photographer | Educator | Dog Mom

keptrecord.com
hello@keptrecord.com
@kept_record

CONTACT

keptrecord.com

Hey y'all! I'm Morgan Pirkle, the
creative director at Kept Record, a
wedding photography company for
couples seeking a different + daring
wedding experience. Cause cookie
cutters belong in the kitchen, not in
your photos!

  



"We hired Morgan for our elopement with our families in
Yucca Valley. She helped us map out the day and plan
ahead for ways to make the day stress-free and
special. Morgan jumped right in with our families and
seamlessly kept things moving to capture so many
special moments. She went beyond our expectations to
make us all comfortable and even accommodated my
very shy dog by bringing toys for her to ensure she'd
join for photos!! Morgan's warmth and personality were
a delightful addition to her talents as a photographer."

FROM MAR I  S .
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PRAISE

"We couldn’t have been happier with Morgan. We were
looking for a photographer with a photojournalistic style
and were so happy with our photos. Prior to the wedding

she was super responsive and provided great insight
into the timeline. On the day of, Morgan was punctual,

professional yet comforting and relaxed, and FUN!
We love Morgan!!!"

FROM BREANNA L .

"Morgan was our elopement photographer and I couldn't be happier. I can't imagine
anyone else but her being our photographer. She's not only an amazing photographer,
but she is also the sweetest person and made the whole experience incredible... she
made everyone feel so comfortable that, to be honest, I kind of forgot she was taking
photos at one point, it kind of felt like we were hanging out with a friend. She captured so
many beautiful and REAL moments, I cried looking through our wedding pictures because
it felt like we were reliving it! If you want beautiful pictures that are genuine and capture
the true essence of your day, Morgan is your girl!"

FROM ESTEPHANIA  S .
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Are you feelin' the fireworks!? Please know that somewhere at
this very moment, I'm doing a happy dance because you've
reached out!

NEXT STEPS:
Be on the lookout from an email from me! I'll respond within
24-48 business hours after getting your inquiry to let you
know whether or not I'm available for your date. If I am, we
can move forward with the booking process!
I CANNNNNOOOOOT WAAAAIIIT to talk more friends!

Best,
Morgan Pirkle


